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ABSTRACT
This project is to investigate the advantages of using the various types of block matching
methods as a type of motion estimation techniques compared to encoding each frame as a
separate static image. As video is continuous media, it is important to maintain its quality
and efficiency while compressing it. As the similarity of a frame and the next frame is
great, it can be used as the advantage in video coding. This is because, the background of
the image will usually stay the same and the only thing that will change is the moving
object in that video. In order to achieve this, the author has to develop a program that can
accommodate motion compensation and estimation by utilizing the computational for the
motion estimation techniques, if applicable. The author will then have to run the program
with some test video sequences to compare the performances of different block matching
techniques for different types of video sequences. The major types of block matching
techniques are Full (Exhaustive) Search, and a Fast Search (Three Step Search) has been
chosen for this project. The author has also chosen to work on Quarter Common
Intermediate Format (QCIF) video sequences. As the purpose of this project is to
investigate the motion estimation technique, only the video frames will be considered and
the sound of the actual video will be left out.
Experimental results show that MMSE has a better PSNR value than MAD but consume
more time and has higher complexity of operation. Block sizes and window sizes also
have a significant effect on the predicted image. The Three Step Search has experiments
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
Information and technology has become a crucial part in today's society. This is more or
less justified by the multimedia software that incorporates digital audio, images and
videos. Thus, nearly all forms of information such as video are being increasingly
generated, manipulated and transmitted in digital form. This also has resulted in advanced
applications such as bigger secondary storage on personal computers from 20 Megabyte
to tens of Gigabyte and the transmission bandwidth of modem from a mere 300 bps to
100Mbps (Local Area Network). Previously a single floppy disk actually can
accommodate the storage, but with the fast transmission and such, the demand is higher.
These caused the development of data compression like video compression techniques




Video to an information class called continuous media. It is characterized by the
essentially continuous manner in which the information is presented, different from the
discrete media such as images131. Thus, the temporal dimension becomes important. As
an example, a video sequence compressed with a constant image quality for every frame
is more desirable than the one with the image quality varies overtime. However, because
the compressibility of individual frames varies overtime, maintaining the constant image
quality also made the coding rate varied.
1.2.2 Significance OfThe Project
In a video sequence, usually the image from a frame to the next frame is very similar.
The background of the image may not change except for the small change by a moving
object in the frame. Thus, instead of compressing the video frame by frame, the motion
estimation techniques can be used. These techniquesonly employthe compression of the
first frame in the video and assigned it as the reference frame. The following frames will
be comparedto this reference frame by pixels. These will result to a set of motion vectors
that describe the pixels movements. These vectors will then be used by decoder to
construct the video sequences.
1.3 OBJECTIVES
The author must accomplish these objectives by the end of this project. They are as
following:
1) To develop a program that can accommodate motion compensation and
estimation
2) To utilize the computation for the motion estimation techniques (if applicable)
as specified in the project scope.
3) To run the program with some test video sequences and compare the
performances of different motion estimation for different types of video
sequences.
4) To investigate different factor affecting motion estimation, for example block
sizes.
5) To compare the output of compressed video sequence to the output original
video sequence.
1.3.1 The Relevancy Of The Project
The process of compressing each frame in a video sequence will consume so muchtime
and actually gave so much workload on computers' memory. Utilizing the motion
estimation techniques will save time and decrease the workloadof the compression, thus,
increasing video compression's efficiency and effectiveness.
1.3.2 Feasibility OfThe Project Within The Scope And Time Frame
This project supposedly has to be done within the twenty-five (25) weeks time frame.
The author has decided to utilize the first half of the period to explore and learn more
about pixels, video coding and sequences, and be able to use at least one of the
techniques in image reading. The time frame may not be adequate for all techniques and
video format investigation. So, the author decided to minimize the scope to one video
component format andlimiting block matching motion estimation techniques used to Full
(Exhaustive) Search and a Fast Search Methodnamely the Three Step Searchmethod for
the comparison purpose.
1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY
This project will investigate the advantages of using the various types of Block Matching
in motion estimation techniques compared to encoding each frame as a separate static
image. The performance of the techniques will be compared by running the written
program with some video sequences. The major types of block matching techniques are
Full (Exhaustive) Search, Hierarchical Search, Generalized Search and the Fast Search
(e.g. Three Step Search, Cross Search, etc). This methoduses the Minimum Square Error
(MMSE) and MinimumAbsolute Difference (MAD) Maximum factors, which meets the
project objectives of investigating the motion estimation techniques in video compression
using these formulas. Some different factors which will also be considered in the
comparison are block sizes, window sizesand the computational time for each process.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND/OR THEORY
2.1 SUPPORTING INFORMATION (E.G., REFERENCES, ETC.)
2.1.1 Basic Terms in Video Processing
In order to investigate video compression techniques, the author have to be familiar with
the basic terms in video processing. Some ofthe basic terms are:
^ Pixel -* the smallest discrete component of an image or picture on a CRT screen. It
is usually a coloured dot and the greater the number of pixels per inch the
greater the resolution.
^ Pel -•usual abbreviation usedin the MPEG standard, instead of pixels.
^ Resolution -* the height and width of an image as a quantity of pixels in each
direction. It can also represent the number of pixels per linear
measure. In digital video, the lack of spatial resolution can result to
pixellation or aliasing artefacts, while in analogue video; it will
cause blurring of image in respective direction.
^ Pixellation -♦ the jagged edges resulting from individual pixels becoming visible.
The visibilitywill dependson size of displayand viewingdistance.
^ Bitmap -* an arrangement of pixels and lines in a contiguous region of the memory.
It has five (5) key parameters, namely; starting address in memory,
numbers of pixels per line, pitch value, number of lines and number of
bits per pixel.
^ Pitch value -> will specifiesthe distances in memoryof the start line to the next.
^ Colour Mapping -+ maps the 224 distinct colours to 256 colours for 8-bits monitors
without noticeable loss of colour resolution.
2.1.2 Video Component
A video sequence is made up of individual pictures occurring at fixed time increments.
These individual pictures or still images are calledframes. As the pictures are in colour,
each picture must have its ownvideo components. From Wikipedia.org, component video
is a video signal that is transmitted as several separated channels (as opposed to a
composite video signal such as NTSC or PAL, which is transmitted as single signal).
Most component video signals are variation of the red, green and blue signals that make
up television images. The simplest type is RGB, consists of the three discrete R, G andB
signals sent three down cables. This type is commonly used in Europe through SCRAT
connectors. Another superior type of video components consists of R-Y, B-Y and Y,
delivered the same way. This is the most common signal type used today. It has three
components, namely one luminance (Y) and two chrominance (U andV) components. U,
(referred to R-Y) is the red component minus the luminance information and V, (referred
to B-Y) is the blue component minus the luminance information. Luminance (or
brightness) provides a monochrome picture and chrominance (colour) express the
equivalent ofcolour hue and saturation in picture.
Component digital video signals are sometimes referred to as 4:2:2, meaning that for
every 4 bits that are dedicated to the Y component, 2 bits eachare dedicated to the U and
V components on both even (second 2) and odd lines (third 2) of the image. The
luminance or Y channel carries most of the image detail and is, therefore, assigned more
bits. Another common method, 4:2:0 is used on DVDs. In this case, only the even lines
have colour information; for the odd lines it is approximated by interpolation. This signal
is often converted to 4:2:2 inside the player before it is sent out to other devices. The
common high-end professional formats are YUV 4:2:2, used in CCIR 601 video, and the
enhanced YUV 4:4:4 format, which has even higher quality. The use of YUV 4:2:2 is
possible because the human eyeis much better at seeing differences in brightness than in
colour.
The primary advantage of YUV is that it remains compatible with black and white
analogue television. The Y signal is essentially the same signal that would be broadcast
from a normal black and white camera (with some subtle changes), and the U and V
signals can simply be ignored. When used in a colour setting the subtraction process is
reversed, resulting in the original RGB colour space. Another advantage is that the signal
in YUV can be easily manipulated to deliberately discard some information in order to
reduce bandwidth. The human eye actually has fairly low colour resolution, the high-
resolution colour images human see actually being processed by the visual system by
combining the high-resolution black and white image with the low-resolution colour
image. Using this information to their advantage, standards such as NTSC reduce the
amount of signal in the U and V considerably, leaving the eye to recombine them. For
instance, NTSC saves only 11% of the original blue and 30% of the original red,
throwing out the rest. Since the green is already encoded in the Y signal, the resulting U
and V signals are substantially smaller than they would otherwise be if the original RGB
or YUV signals were sent. This filtering out of the blue and red signal is trivial to
accomplish once the signal is in YUV format. YUV or also called YCrCb is a versatile
format which can be easily combined into other legacy video formats. For instance if the
U and V signals are amplitude-modulated onto quadrature phases of a sub carrier, they
will end up with a single signal called C, for chroma, whichcan then make the YC signal
that is S-Video. If the Y and C signals are mixed, they will end up with composite video,
which almost any television can handle. All of this modulating can be accomplished
easily in low-cost circuitry, while the demodulation is often very difficult indeed.
Leavingthe signal in the original YUV format thus made DVDsvery simpleto construct,
as they could easily down mix to support either S-video or composite and thus guarantee
compatibility with simple circuits, while still retaining all of the original information
from the source RGB signal.
There are two types of sub sequences in YUV Sequences, namely; CIF, which is also
known as the Common Intermediate Format, is used to standardize the horizontal and
vertical resolution in pixels of YUV sequences video. The resolution in pixels is 352 x
288. QCIF means Quarter CIF and to have fourth area as quarter implies, height and
width of the frame are halved. The resolution in pixels is 176 x 144. The colour range for
YUV is as shown in Figure 2.1.2.
Figure 2.1.2: Range of colours for YUV
2.1.3 Compression
By definition, compression means the process by which the description ofcomputerized
information is modified so that the capacity required to store it or the bit-rate required to
transmit is reduced. The need for data compression is basedon the facts that voluminous
multimedia data needs very high capacity of bandwidth and storage and a high processing
speed. Compression makes it feasible and cost-effective to use real-time communications
overdatanetwork, or to storehighvolume data on digital media.
Compression is subject to certain requirements and constraints, namely;
® Quality of decompressed data should be as goodas possible
© Compression and decompression should be hardware independent
® Theprocessing algorithm should not exceed certaintime span.
2.1.4 Video Compression Formats
Some of the popular video compression standards are the H.261, MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and
MPEG-4 standard. The H.261 standard is developed to facilitate videoconferencing and
videophone services over integrated services digital network (ISDN). According to the
MPEG Video Compression and Standard by Joan Mitchell, MPEG-1 is intended for
intermediate data rates (1.5Mbps), MPEG-2 is for higher data rates at 10Mbps or more
and MPEG-4 is for very low data rates (about 64kbps or less). MPEG-2 and MPEG-4
thus have potential uses in telecommunications.
2.1.5 Motion Estimation Technique: Block Matching Method
For this project the Full (Exhaustive) Searchand a Fast SearchMethodnamely the Three
Step Search method has been chosen for the comparison purpose The Block-based
estimation is one of the most popular approaches and has been adopted in the
international standards for digital video compression, such as H.261 and MPEG 1-2. It is
also widely used in other video applications such as motion compensated filtering for
standards conversion. This technique has three different methods, namely matching
criteria, search strategy and determination of block size*11. The most popular and
commonly used method is the Block Matching Criteria method simply because its
practicality and minimum hardware complexity. In Block Matching method, the factors
of Minimum Square Error (MMSE) and Minimum Absolute Difference (MAD)
(alternatively Maximum Matching Pel Count (MPC) can be used but not evaluated in this
project) are used in order to compares the frames in the video sample.
2.1.6 Window Size
For every block, a search region of (B + 2W) x (B + 2W) where W is the predetermine
integer called the "search window" has been assigned (B is the block size). This
estimation model assumes that the image is composed ofmoving blocks; with its simplest
form is the translatory block, where the motion of each block is restricted to a pure
translation.
2.1.7 Block Size
Considering N as the side of each block, ff, the block size is B x B in frame k centred
about the pixel n with the coordinate of (nis n2), the block is modelled as a globally
shifted version of a same-size block in frame k + / for an integer /. The simplified image
formulaistl];
s (nb n2, k) = s (nx + di, n2 + d2, k +1)
where d] and d2 is the component of displacement (translation) vector for block B.
One of the reasons the author chose the Block-based method is because it consider the
minimum mean square error (MMSE) and minimum mean absolute difference (MAD),
which is the specification in this project investigation.
2.1.8 Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
MMSE is defined asm:
MMSE(di,d2) = 1 2 [s (m, n2, k) -s (m +di, n2 +d2, *+1)}'
B1B2 (nl,n2)e*
MMSE criterion unfortunately, is not commonly used in actual implementation as it is
hard to be realizeddue to its squareoperation. This is true especially in hardware.
2.1.9 Minimum Mean Square Error (MAD)
On the otherhand the MAD criterionis definedas[l]:
MAD(di,d2) - 1 £ \s (n,, n2, k) -s(m +&u n2 +d2, k+1)\
B1B2 (nl,n2)etf
However, it is well known that the performance of the MAD criterion deteriorates as the
search area becomes larger due to the presence of several local minima (complication to
choose the best candidates as there are many candidates that have lowest value).
2.1.10 Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Theperformance of the predicted image whencompared to its original onewill be shown
by the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ration (PSNR) in decibels (dB):
PSNR = 20 * Iogl0(b/RMS)
where; b is the largest possible value ofthe signal (typically 255 for greyscale or 1 binary
images), and RMS is the root mean square difference between two images. The PSNRis
given in decibel units (dB), which measurethe ratio of the peak signal and the difference
between two images. An increase of 20 dB corresponds to a ten-fold decrease in the rms
difference between two images. There are many versions of signal-to-noise ratios, but the
PSNR is very common in image processing, probably because it gives better-sounding
numbersthan other measures171.
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2.1.11 Full (Exhaustive) Search
In this search strategy, the comparisons and evaluations are done pixels by pixels. This is
done by moving the block, B by one pixelat a time, in its given search window, W. thus,
it is extremely time consuming. The search window is used to limit the computational
burden of the Full Search. The flowchart of this process is as shown in Figure 2.1.11:
Figure 2.1.11: Flowchart of Full (Exhaustive) Search procedure
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2.1.12 Fast Search: Three Step Search
As shownin Figure 2.1.12(a), the searchframe is depictedwith the searchwindow of W
= 7 with range of-7 to 7. The coordinates (0,0) of the searchregion indicates the starting
or middle point. In the first step, the criterion is evaluated at nine points (at coordinates
(0,0) and the first step points). If the lowest MMSE or MAD is found at the coordinate
(0,0), then the block have no motion. If not, the second step will be evaluated at eight
points centred about the first steppoints that have the lowest MMSE or MAD. The third
step will proceed centred about the second step points that have the lowest evaluation.
Point to note that this search strategy does not necessarily have three steps. The number
ofsteps might increase depends on the window size based on the equation:[5]
L = log2(W+l)
Thus for W = 7, L = 3 and for nth step, the step size is:
ss(n) = 2(L-n)
This means that for first step, ss(l) = 4, for second step, ss(2) = 2, and for third step
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Figure 2.1.12(a): TSS procedure for W - 7









The procedure that has been aligned for this project is divided to the stages as shown in






















Figure 3.1: Flow chart of project procedure
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For the first step of this Final Year Project, the authorhas selecteda topic to be done. The
topic selected is Video Coding: Comparison of Block Matching Techniques. Following
that some literature reviews on the project background, scope and theories behind block
matching algorithm have been done in order to understand the methodology and plan for
further works.
The author has selected MATLAB for this project as this software can cater the purpose
of this investigation and the author's need to understand further about image processing.
Through its Image Processing Toolbox, tutorials have been done to familiarize with the
functionality of the software and what image processing is all about. All of these stages
have been done in the first semester for this project work, including the early simulation
work ofextracting YUV frames from some video sequences, as shown in the results.
For the second semester, further simulations have been done for the purpose of
investigation. These simulations include investigation on Full Search technique with
considerations on minimum mean square error (MMSE) and minimum mean absolute
difference (MAD), which is the specification in this project investigation, block seizes
and the search window. Some investigations on the Fast Search have also been done,
although only one technique has been selected for the Fast Search due to the limited time
frame. The technique selected is the Three Step Search. Taking the MAD as
consideration based on several factors, the TSS will be investigated with consideration on
block size and window size. The written program will be test and validate overtime along
the project time frame.
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3.2 TOOLS (EQUIPMENT, HARDWARE, ETC.) REQUIRED.
Some software, hardware and equipment have been used in this project. The descriptions
are as shown in Table 3.2:
TOOLS DESCRIPTION
Software • MATLAB version 6.1:
used for image reading and video
testing and used for coding
development
• QCIF Play version 1.0:
to play the video sequences
retrieved
Hardware • Personal computer
• Server for internet (retrieving video
samples and researches)
Equipment • Video samples
Table 3.2: Tools used in the project
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3.3 SIMULATION ALGORITHM
O Extract YUV frames from a given video sequences:
Clear all parametersand close all previous results
%Set parameters:
Set qcifvideo sequences tofilename
Set amountofframes toframes
Set width ofimage to col
Set height ofimage to row
Set Uand Vframe ratio to UVratio
Set U and Vwidth to col divide with UVratio;
Set V and Vheight to row divide with UV ratio;
Set size offrame Y toY=zeros(row,col,frames);
% To openfile:
Set Ysize to col times by row;
Set Usize to UVcol times by UV_row
Set Vsize to UV_coltimes by UVj-ow
Set buffer size to Ysize + U size + Vsize;
Setfile to be read
Set graphic handlerfor images
% To read and save each YUVframe
Loop:
For ithjrame equals to 1 untilspecifiedframe number (stepsize equals to 1)
Set readfile with specified sizes and image class
Extract Yframe and reshape
Plot Yframe to thefirst row,first column
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Show Yframe with colour mapped ofOto 255, titled 'Y'
Write image tofile andsetfilename with '<frame number>Y<video sequence>'
Pause
Extract Uframe and reshape
Plot Uframe to thefirst row, second column
Show Uframewith colourmapped ofO to 255, titled 'U'
Write image tofile andsetfilename with '<frame number>U<video sequence>'
Pause
Extract Vframe and reshape
Plot Vframe to thefirst row, thirdcolumn
Show Vframe with colourmapped of0 to 255, titled 'V
Write image tofile andsetfilename with '<frame number>V<video sequence>'
Set label to the subplots
Press any keyfor nextframe numbers
End loop
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© Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
Clear all parameters and close all previous results
%Set parameters:
Loop: For loopequals to 2 increments by1 tospecifiedframe numbers
Read the anchor imageofframe Y
Readthe specifiedtarget image (numberedfrom loop)
Set block size to B
Set dimension ofimage block size to sz
Set search window to R
Find the anchor image dimension
Pad anchor image with zero to both height andwidth basedon thesearchwindow
Start timer
%Set distinct block size on image
Loopl: For i equal to 1 increment byblock size to height minus block size minus 1
Loop2: Forj equal to 1 increment byblock size to width minus block size minus
%j,k= column, i,l = row
Set every parameters to zero
%Set startpixel ofeverysliding blockfor row
Set m equal to 1
%Setsearch window (2R+1)
Loop3:For I equals to negativeR, increment by 1, to R
%Set startpixel ofevery sliding blockfor column
Set n equals tol
Loop4: For k equals to negativeR, increment by 1, to R
% Calculate MSE
Set displacement k to dx(n)
Set displacement I to dy(m)
Subtract anchor andtargetframe, with targetslide onepixel inspecifiedsearch window
Change class uint8 to doublefor square operation
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Do square operationfor MSE






Find the lowest MSE value
%Write predicted imagefor MSE
Loop5: Forp equals to 1, increment by 1, to 2 times Rplus I
Loop6: For q equals to 1, increment by 1, to 2 times Rplus 1
IfMSEin (p,q) is equal to B
Write block with lowest MSE value in anchor image to impmatrix
Set coordinatesfor distinct block






Set elapsed time to t(loop)
%Draw motion vector
Set motion vectorgridfor everyblock
Showpredicted image, colour mappedfrom 1 to 255, entitled 'imp'
Hold on image
Set motion vector mapping
Hold offimage
Write imp tofile and setfilename
20
© Minimum Mean Absolute Difference (MAD)
Clear all parametersand close all previous results
%Setparameters:
Loop: For loop equalsto 2 increments byI to specifiedframe numbers
Read the anchor image offrame Y
Readthespecified target image (numberedfrom loop)
Set block size to B
Set dimension ofimage block size to sz
Set search window to R
Find the anchor image dimension
Pad anchor image with zero to both height andwidth basedon the search window
Start timer
%Setdistinct block size on image
LoopI: For i equal to I increment byblocksize to heightminus block size minus 1
Loop2: Forj equalto 1 increment byblock size to width minus block size minus
%j,k= column, i,l = row
Set every parameters to zero
%Set startpixel ofevery sliding blockfor row
Set m equal to I
%Setsearch window (2R+I)
Loop3:For I equals to negative R, increment by I, to R
%Set startpixel ofeverysliding blockfor column
Set n equals tol
Loop4:For k equals to negativeR, increment by 1, to R
% Calculate MAD
Set displacementk to dx(n)
Set displacement I to dy(m)
Subtract anchorand targetframe, with targetslide onepixel in specifiedsearch window
Do absolute operationfor MAD
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Find the lowest MAD value
%Write predicted imagefor MAD
Loop5: Forp equals to I, increment byI, to 2 times Rplus 1
Loop6: For q equals to 1, increment by 1, to 2 times Rplus 1
IfMAD in (p,q) is equal to B
Write block with lowest MAD value in anchor image to impmatrix
Set coordinatesfor distinct block






Set elapsed time to tfloop)
%Draw motion vector
Set motion vector gridfor every block
Showpredictedimage, colourmappedfrom 1 to 255, entitled 'imp'
Hold on image
Set motion vector mapping
Hold offimage
Write imp tofile and setfilename
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© Three Step Search
Clear all parameters and close all previous results
%Setparameters:
Loop: For loop equals to 2 increments by 1 to specifiedframe numbers
Read the anchor imageofframe Y
Read the specified target image (numberedfrom loop)
Set block size to B
Set dimension ofimage block size to sz
Set search window to R
Find theanchor imagedimension
Set the window size to W
Set centrepixel ofwindow to M
Pad anchor imagewithzero to bothheightand width based on thesearch window
Set number ofsteps to L
Start timer
%Setdistinct block size on image
Loopl: For i equal to 1 increment by blocksize to heightminus blocksize minus I
Loop2:Forj equal to I increment by blocksize to width minus blocksize minus
%j,k= column, i,l ~ row
Set every parameters to zero
%%%Start First Step%%%
Set nth to I
Set step sizefor nthstep to S
%Setstart pixel ofevery sliding blockfor row
Set m equal to 1
%Setsearch window (2R+1)
Loop3: For I equals to negativeRplus(R minus S), increment by SI, to R minus (R minus
S)
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%Set startpixel ofevery sliding blockfor column
Set n equals tol
Loop4: For k equals to negative Rplus(R minus S), increment bySI, to R minus (R minus
S)
% Calculate MAD
Set displacement k to dx(n)
Set displacement I to dy(m)
Subtract anchor and targetframe, with target slide onepixel in specifiedsearchwindow
Do absolute operationfor MAD






Find the lowest MAD value
%Write predicted imageforfirst step
Loop5:Forp equals to 1, increment by 1, to 3
Loop6: For q equalsto I, increment by 1, to 3
IfMAD in (p,q) is equal to B
Set a equals to dy(p);




If(a equals to M) and (b equal to M)
Set MADblockequasl to MADfin(p,q);
Write predictedimagefor first step intofile
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Set coordinatesfor distinctblock
Record the estimated MV
%%%End First Step%%%
Else
Set coordinates ofthe lowest MAD
%%%Start Second & ThirdStep%%%%
Loop 7: For nth equals to2, increment by 1 tospecified number ofsteps, L
Set step sizefor nth step to S
%Set startpixel ofevery sliding blockfor row
Set Pm equal to 1
%Setsearch window (2R+1)
LoopS: For PI equals to negative Rplus(R minus S), increment by SI, to R minus (R
minus S)
%Set startpixel ofevery sliding blockfor column
Set Pn equals tol
Loop9: For Pk equals to negative Rplus(R minus S), increment by SI, to R minus (R
minus S)
% Calculate MAD
Set displacement Pk to Pdx(n)
Set displacement PI to Pdy(m)
Subtract anchor andtargetframe, with target slide one pixel in specified search window
Do absolute operationfor MAD
Sum all MADfor one block
Store MAD
Increment Pn by 1
End loop9
Increment Pm by 1
End loop8
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Find the lowest MAD value
%Write predicted imagefor secondand third step
LooplO: For Pp equals toPI, increment by1, to 3
Loopll: For Pq equals toPI, increment by1, to 3
IfMAD in (Pp,Pq) is equal to B
SetMADblockequas to MADfin(Pp,Pq);
Write predictedimagefor third step intofile
Set coordinatesfor distinctblock













© Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Iftargetframe equals topredictedframe
Seterror message 'Images are identical: PSNR has infinite value'
End if
Subtract target andpredictedframe andset to diff







4.1.1 Y,U and V Frame
From the simulation done using MATLAB, the author managed to extract the still images
frames in the sample QCIF video and save them in JPEG format for analysis. The
simulation is done for one hundred frames and can be increased according to
requirements. Samples are taken from three video sequences with three different
criterions;
I. Foreground movements, small motion sequences -* claire.qcif
II. Background movements, moderate motion sequences ~* news.qcif
III. Foreground and background movements, large motion sequences -*
carphone.qcif
The sizes of U and V are actually halves of Y components. However, for the purpose of
visual inspection in this report, the U and V images has been resized. The samples taken
for Y, U and V frame are as shown in the figures for each video sequences. Factors
considered to select each video sequence to their own criterion can be seen in Section









Figure 4.1.1(a): Video sequence for claire.qcif
The motion in this video only includes the anchorwoman's head and the expression ofher
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Figure 4.1.1(b): Video sequence for news.qcif
The differences in these images are appears very small in the beginning sequences as the
motion of the characters in the video did not vary much for each frame. However, as the
frame number increase the motion can be seen more clearly. Although there are some
movements from the newsreaders, the clearest difference can be seen at the background





Figure 4.1.1(c): Video sequence for carphone.qcif
Like claire.qcif'video sequence, not muchmovement can be seenat the beginning frames
of this video and more will come as the frame number increases. However, this video has
a lot of movements, such as facial expression, body movements and the moving
background as the car moves.
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4.1.2 Comparison: Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) and Minimum Mean
Absolute Difference (MAD)
The first comparison done for this project is between the MMSE and MAD images.
Luminance images are usedas they givea bettervisual quality compared to chrominance.
The results are taken from two types of block sizes with the same search window size,
W = 7.
For news.qcif the parameters are as shown in Table 4.1 for Frame 1 and 8 from its video
sequence. Frame 1 is chosen as the reference frame and Frame 8 is the current frame that
wants to be predicted. The Peak Signal-to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is the result from the
comparison of Frame 8 and its predicted image:
The sample images of one of the video sequences (news.qcif) are as shown below:
Frame 1 of news.qcif Frame 8 of news.qcif
Figure 4.1.2(a): Original images
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MMSE(B = 4,W = 7)
MMSE(B = 16,W = 7)
MAD(B = 4,W = 7)
MAD(B = 16,W-7)
Figure 4.1.2(b): Predicted images for MMSE and MAD
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MMSE (B - 4, W = 7) MAD(B-4,W = 7)
MMSE(B = 16,W-7) MAD(B = 16,W = 7)
Figure4.1.2(c): Predicted images forMMSE and MAD withmotion vector overlay
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Figure 4.1.2(d): Motion vector for predicted images for MMSE and MAD
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Figure 4.1.2(g): PSNR for news.qcif
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Figure 4.1.2(h): Elapsed time for news.qcif
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For carphoncqcif:
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Figure 4.1.2(j): Elapsed time for carphone.qcif
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4.1.3 Comparison: Effect of Block Sizes and Window Sizes in Full (Exhaustive)
Search
The parameters considered for this section is the MAD only, with the reasoning based on
discussion in Section 4.2.1. Point to be noted is that the block size and window sizes
have same length on each side. The effect of the block size (B) and the search window
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Figure 4.1.3(e): PSNR (dB) for carphone.qcif
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Figure 4.1.3(f): Elapsed Time (s) for carphone.qcif
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4.1.4 Comparison: Fast Search (Three Step Search) on Block Sizes and Window
Sizes
The sample image results of the simulation for TSS are as shown in the figures below.
The samples are taken from news.qcifvideo sequence.
Figure 4.1.4(a): Original frame 10image news.qcif
N = 4,W = 7 N=16,W = 7
N = 4,W=15 N=16,W=15
Figure 4.1.4(b): Predictedimageswith TSS news.qcif
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Figure 4.1.4(e): PSNR (dB) for news.qcif(TSS)
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Figure 4.1.4(g): PSNR (dB) for carphone.qcif(TSS)
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Figure 4.1.4(h): Elapsed Time (s) for carphone.qcif(TSS)
Note: the image results for claire.qcifand carphone.qcifcan be found in APPENDIX J
and APPENDIX K respectively.
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4.1.5 Comparison: Fast Search (Three Step Search) and Full (Exhaustive) Search
The comparisons were done on the best PSNR values of MAD for each algorithm as they
gave the clearest PSNR values and easier to compare:
Parameters claire.qcif news .qcif carphone.qcif
Algorithm FS TSS FS TSS FS TSS
Block B = 4 B = 4 B = 4 B-4 B = 4 B = 4
Window W=15 W-7 W=15 W-7 W-15 W=15
PSNR (dB) 40.0 35.5 34.3 30.5 36.0 30.7
4 I I 4 I I
44.0 37.5 40.0 33.0 38.2 33.2
Time (s) 60.2 2.0 60.2 2.0 60.2 2.0
I 4 I i i I
60.3 2.5 60.3 3.5 60.5 4.2
Table 4.1.5: Comparison ofFS and TSS for the best PSNR values
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Figure 4.1.5(a): PSNR (dB) for claire.qcif'(FS andTSS)
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Figure 4.1.5(e): PSNR (dB) for carphone.qcif(FS andTSS)
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Figure 4.1.5(f): Elapsed Time (s) for carphone.qcif(FS andTSS)
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4.2 DISCUSSIONS
4.2.1 Y, U and V Frame
As the images have been colour mapped from 0 to 255 colour values in the simulation,
the images appear as greyscales images. For the comparisons in becoming investigations,
onlyY frame will be used as it contains the luminance or the perceived intensity of light.
Human eyes have greater sensitivity to luminance rather than chrominance factors of U
and V frames. This will ease the visual inspection ofthe predicted frames results.
4.2.2 Comparison: Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) and Minimum Mean
Absolute Difference (MAD)
For this comparison purpose, the window size of 7 and block size of 4 and 16 are chosen
and the comparison is done for both MAD and MMSE. From the graphs, it can be seen
that the PSNR values are high for MMSE compared to MAD. This is suppose to indicate
that the quality of predictions of MMSE are better than MAD. However, MMSE is not
commonly used in actual implementation due to its square operation that adds to
inefficiency ofthe process.
As shown in the graphs for elapsed time, MAD shows a better response time, nearly two
times or less than MMSE. Based on these reasoning, the author decided to take MAD as
the benchmark for further comparisons.
The decision to characterize the video sequences to three different criterions is based on
the factors shown in the PSNR graphs. For this purpose, we can see at MMSE that has
the block size of 4 at it shows the clearest visualization.
For claire.qcif although there's much variability in the motion, the PSNR values are
really big, ranging from 50 dB to 60 dB, withonly 10 dB displacements. This has puts it
in small motion sequences criterion.
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For news.qcif on the other hand, although at the first the range of motion seems to be
small, at the last frame numbers it shows a great displacement, from over 45 dB to over
35 dB, making it range from 35 dB and 50 dB. And considering that the maximum
possible value of its PSNR is nearly 50 dB, the PSNR values of this video sequences are
lower than claire.qcif'and the author puts it in the moderate motion sequences.
Finally, for carphone.qcif the PSNR shows a great displacement, from 50 dB to 35 dB
throughout the frame numbers. The overall PSNRvalues, like news.qcif are lower than
claire.qcifThis has made it the suitablecandidate for largemotion sequences criterion.
4.2.3 Comparison: Effect of Block Sizes and Window Sizes in Full (Exhaustive)
Search
The parameters are taken for MAD only, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Block sizes and
window sizes have significant effect on processing the predicted image. Point to be noted
is that the block size and window sizes have same length on each side. From the
investigation and figures in Section 4.1.3, we can see the effects on the three different
criterions ofvideo sequences:
^ Small Motion Sequence -* claire.qcif
» Block Size (B - 4 and B = 16)
For block size equals to 4, it holds the highest PSNR values for both windows. This is
because the smaller the block size, more accuracy in comparing the pixels will be
obtained.
However, smaller block size also means that the higher search points will have to be done
for comparison. Thus time taken for block size of 4 is higher than block size 16.
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» Window Size (W = 7 and W = 15)
Window size has more significant effect on B - 4 rather thanB = 16for the small motion
video sequence. For B = 4 with W = 15, the PSNR values are higher than B = 4 with
W = 7, probably because the larger search window means higher amount of search points
canbe done to search for the bestpossible search candidate. ThePSNRvalues for B = 16
for both searchwindows are very much the same, becausethe motion sequences are very
small, they hardly can be detected in large block sizes. The whole moving image might
be contained in one block.
The time taken for B = 4 with W - 15holds the highestvalue. This is becausethe smaller
the blocksizemeans higher search counts and largersearch region for eachblocksize.
Ranges ofthe best PSNR (B - 4, W = 15):
• PSNR = 40dBto44dB
• Time = 60.2 s to 60.3 s
^ Moderate Motion Sequence -* news.qcif
» Block Size (B = 4 and B = 16)
For block size equals to 4, it holds the highest PSNR values for both windows. This is
because the smaller the block size, more accuracy in comparing the pixels will be
obtained. This also can be seen from the visual inspection on Figure 4.1.2(b). This is
because from the motion vector overlay that can be seen from Figure 4.1.2(c), we can see
that the B - 16 block actually holds the whole image of the ballet woman in the
background. As the comparison is done between pixels in each block, there are no great
differences when it is processed compare to when they are processwith B = 4.
However, smaller blocksizealsomeans that the higher search points will haveto be done
for comparison. Thus timetaken forblock sizeof 4 is higher thanblock size 16.
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» Window Size (W = 7 and W = 15)
For this motion sequence, the W has more significant effect as compared to small motion
sequence video. This can be deducted as it has effect block size of 16. B = 16 with W =
15 is seen to perform better in the increasing frame number than the one with W = 7. this
is also true for B = 4 because the higher value the frame number is, the larger motion
sequence can be found compared to lower frame number in news.qcif
Time taken for B = 4 with W = 15 still holds the highest value while B = 16 with W = 7
is still the lowest value.
Ranges of the best PSNR (B = 4, W = 15):
• PSNR-34.3 dB to 40 dB
• Time = 60.2 s to 60.3 s
# Large Motion Sequence -• carphone.qcif
» Block Size (B = 4 and B = 16)
The impact of block size can be seen clearly in large motion video sequence. However,
its highest PSNR value is lower than claire.qcifand news.qcif as it has much more
motions than those two video sequences. B - 4 still have higher PSNR values than B-
16.
However, smaller block size also means that the higher search points will have to be done
for comparison. Thus time taken for block size of 4 is higher than block size 16.
» Window Size (W = 7 and W = 15)
Apparently, B = 4 with W = 15 gives higher value than B = 4 with W = 7. For this
sequence, the differences between the search windows of B = 16 can seen more clearly.
This means that the larger the motion sequences, the higher impact of search window on
the results.
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The time taken for B = 4 with W = 15 is still the highest like other motion sequences and
B = 16 with W = 7 still holds the lowest time consumption.
Ranges of the best PSNR (B = 4, W - 15):
• PSNR-36 dB to 38.2 dB
• Time = 60.2 s to 60.5 s
4.2.4 Comparison: Fast Search (Three Step Search) on Block Sizes and Window
Sizes
^ Small Motion Sequence -• claire.qcif
For this motion sequences, the window size gave a very clear impact on its PSNR
performance, rather than the block size only. This can be seen on the performance of B =
4 with W = 7 and B = 16 with W = 7 compared to their respective block sizes, with
different search windows. B - 4 with W = 15 gave a very poor performance on this
simulation as it has lower values for most of the frames even when compared to B = 16
with W = 7, which has always holds the lowest values in the Full search algorithm.
B = 4 with W - 15 still holds the highest time consumption than other parameters,
followed closely by B - 4 with W = 7. B =16 block sizes still maintain the lower ones.
Ranges ofthe best PSNR (B = 4, W = 7):
• PSNR - 35.5 dB to 37.5 dB
• Time = 2 s to 2.5 s
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^ Moderate Motion Sequence -*• news.qcif
B = 4 with W = 7 still holds the highest PSNR values and followed this time is followed
closely by B = 4 with W - 15. B - 16 with W = 7 is still higher than B - 16 with W = 15
for most of the frames.
B = 4 with W = 15 still holds the highest time consumption than other parameters,
followed closely by B = 4 with W = 7. B =16 block sizes still maintain the lower ones.
Ranges of the best PSNR (B = 4, W = 7):
• PSNR = 30.5 dB to 33 dB
• Time = 2 s to 3.5 s
^ Large Motion Sequence -* carphone.qcif
For this large motion video sequence, block size with larger window holds the higher
value compared to smaller windows, for most of the frames.
B = 4 with W = 15 still holds the highest time consumption than other parameters,
followed closely by B - 4 with W - 7. B =16 block sizes still maintain the lower ones.
Ranges of the best PSNR (B = 4, W = 15):
• PSNR = 30.7 dB to 33.2 dB
• Time = 3 s to 4.2 s
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4.2.5 Comparison: Fast Search (Three Step Search) and Full Search (FS)
As expected, as a Fast Search technique, the time consumption for TSS is many times
better than FS. This has, however, cost its performance. The checking points for Full
Search is 225 form 15 x 15, for W = 7 and 961 for 31 x 31 for W = 15. The checking
points for TSS is 25 points for W = 7 and 33 from W = 15. This results from the number
of step taken that's increase as the window increase.
For the first step, the checking points are nine and the other step after it has 8 check
points. For W = 7, the number of steps taken are 3 steps while for W = 15, the number of
steps taken are 4 steps. These actually decrease the time taken for the process, with the
speed up ratio of 9 from 225 / 25 for W = 7 and 29.1 for W = 15.
The PSNR value for the TSS is lower than the Full Search results. This is foreseen as the
Full Search compared each pixels for the block in the search region where as TSS only
compare for lower amount of points. However, for the applications that needs speed as
the main factor rather than quality, TSS is not a bad compromise, as the values are not so
far from FS, compared to reduction of time it can provide.





From the first investigation, the result shows that MMSE gives higher PSNR values than
MAD but have higher time consumption. Realistically, MAD gives a better performance
with its lower computation time and acceptable quality.
In the second investigation, the result shows that for MAD, with B = 4 and W = 15 gave
the best options if quality is needed most. If the speed is the most important factor, B =
16 with W = 15 and W = 7 holds nearly the same computation time. However, the best
solutions for the Full Search (FS) algorithm is B = 16 with W = 7 as its PSNR values is
neartoB-4withW= 15.
The third investigation shows that in Three Step Search (TSS), a higher window size for
small block size will result to reduced performance. This is completely reverse to FS.
This is because for a small block size in a large window size, there will be more
displacement between search points. This will result to reduced comparative accuracy,
especially to the smaller motion sequences video, as their image displacements are small
compared to the search point distance.
This project also investigates the significant effect of FS and the TSS as one of the Fast
Search mechanism. The results shown that FS has effectively obtained higher PSNR




Although Full (Exhaustive) Search gives the best PSNR values and highest quality for
block matching techniques, it has its own time constraints. This is not a good prospect as
one of the objectives of video compression is to copewith the transmission rate of data in
the fast and advance technology.
Thus, Fast Search seems like a better option. Although in this project only the Three Step
Search (TSS) is considered, there are many more techniques that havebeen evolved from
this technique and have some improved criterion. Some of them that can be employed
are:
O Fast Three Step Search (FTSS)[4]
-* Similar to TSS but have refined results.
-* Performs well with low complexity video, which is commonly used in video
conferencing
-• Faster than TSS and does not have the worst penalty on search cases
-♦ Works well with "head and shoulder" type of video
© Simple and Efficient Search Algorithm (SES)[S]
-* Speed up TSS by factor of twobut stillmaintain regularity andparallelism
~* Provides goodperformance comparable to TSS in terms of PSNRand MMSE
© Efficient Three Step Search (E3SS)[6]
-» Employs a small diamond checking pattern
-+ Have less search points than TSS, means higher speed
-+ Performs better than TSS in MMSE for moderate to large motion (for both small
and large window)
-*• Suitable for wide range of video application
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Project Gantt Chart: First Semester
Project Gantt Chart: Second Semester
YUV Extraction Source Code
MinimumMean SquareError (MMSE) SourceCode
Minimum Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) Source Code
Three Step Search Source Code



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































% open qcif file and extract YUV *%


















h = flndobj(Type',,line,,'Color,,'r,,,LineStyle,,':'); %graphic handler















subplot(l,l,l); imshow(temp_VJrame,[0 255]); title('V');
filenameV = strcat(num2str(ith_frame),'Vnews');
imwrite(temp V_frame,fi!enameV,'jpeg')
xlabel(strcat(num2str(ith_frame),'th frame. Press any key to show next'));
end
APPENDIX C
Source Code for Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
% MSEcalcm *%
% Calculate MSE and write predicted image *%
% Obtain Elapsed Time(s) *%
% by Nurul Najahah Abu Bakar UTP (E1974) *%
%Parameters:
%il: anchor frame; im2: target frame, imp: predicted image;





for loop = 2:100 %start loop frames
il = imread ('lYnews');
im2 = imread (strcat(num2str(loop),'Ynews'));
B = 16;%block size
sz = B*B;
R = 7; %search window
[r,c,d] = size(il); %obtain size for image il
iml = padarray(il,£(R) (R)],0,'both');%pad both x and y sides with '0'
tic %start timer
fori=l:B:r-(B-l)
for j=l:B:c-(B-l) %for every block in the reference and predicted image frame (dinstmct)





m=l; %start pixel of every sliding block = row
for 1- -R: 1:R %Search window (2R+1)
n=l;%start pixel of every sliding block = col
fork=-R:l:R
% calculate MSE for this candidate
dx(n)= k; dy(m) = 1;
MSEdiff = imsubtract(im2(i:i+B-lj:j+B-l),iml(i+R+l:i+R+l+B-lJ+R+k:j+R+k+B-l));% iml will
slide its block by one pixel at a time
MSEdiffconv = double(MSEdiff); %change class uint8 to double for square operation
MSEsqrdiff= immultiply(MSEdiffconv,MSEdiffconv);%square operation
MSEsum = sum(MSEsqrdiff);
MSEsumfm - sum(MSEsum);%sum all MSE avg for one block






N = min(C); %fmd the lowest MSE value





iblk = floor ((i-t)/B+l);jblk = floor ((j-l)/B+l);
mvx(iblkjblk) - dx(q);








[X,Y] = meshgrid(l:B:c-(B-l),l:B:r-(B-l)); %set motion vector coordinates




imwrite(imp,'18Y_16newsMSE15.jpg')%write predicted imageto file
% %
end %end loop frames
APPENDIX D
Source Code for Mean Absolute Difference (MAD)
% MADcalc.m *%
% Calculate MAD and write predicted image *%
% Obtain Elapsed Time(s) *%
% by NurulNajahahAbuBakarUTP (El 974) *%
0/********************************************%
%Parameters:
%il: anchor frame; im2: target frame, imp: predicted image;





for loop = 2:100 %start loop frames
il = imread ('lYnews');
im2 = imread (strcat(num2str(loop),'Ynews'));
B = 16;%block size
sz = B*B;
R = 7; %search window
[r,c,d] = size(il);
iml = padarray(il,[(R) (R)],0,'both');%padboth x and y sides with '0'
tic %start timer
fori=l:B:r-(B-l)
for j=l:B:c-(B-l) %for every block in thereference andpredicted image frame (dinstmct)





m=l; %start pixel ofevery sliding block = row
for 1=-R: 1:R %Search window (2R+1)
n=l;%start pixel of every sliding block = col
fork=-R:l:R
% calculate MAD for this candidate
dx(n)- k; dy(m) = 1;
MADabsdiff= imabsdiff(im2(i:i+B-l j:j+B-l),iml(i+R+l:i+R+l+B-l j+R+k:j+R+k+B-l));%iml will
slide its block by one pixel at a time
MADsum = sum(MADabsdiff);%sum all MAD avg for one row
MADsumfin = sum(MADsum);%sum all MAD avg for one block






N = min(C); %fmd the lowest MAD value








iblk - floor ((i-l)/B+l);jblk = floor ((j-l)/B+l);
mvx(iblkjblk) = dx(q);







t(loop) = toe; %stop timer
[X,Y] = meshgrid(l:B:c-(B-l),l:B:r-(B-l)); %Set motion vector coordinates




imwrite(imp,'18Y_16newsMAD15.jpg') %write predicted image to file
% %
end %end loop frames
APPENDIX E
Source Code for Three Step Search (TSS)
% TSS.m *%
% Calculate TSS and write predicted image *%
% Obtain Elapsed Time(s) *%
% by Nurul Najahah Abu Bakar UTP (E1974) *%
0/********************************************0^
%Parameters:
%il: anchor frame; im2: target frame, imp: predicted image;
%B: block size; R: search window range




for loop = 2:100 %start loop frames
il = imread ('1Ynews');
im2 = imread (strcat(num2str(loop),'Ynews'));
B = 16;%blocksize
sz = B*B;
R = 15; %search window
[r,c,d] = size(il);
W = 2*R + B; %Search window range
M=R+1; % center pixel (point(0,0)
iml = padarray(il,[(R) (R)],0,'both');
L = log2(R+l); % number of steps
tic %start timer
fori=l:B:r-(B-I)
for j=l:B:c-(B-l) %for every block in the reference and predicted image frame (dinstinct)









S = 2A(L-nfh); %step-size for nth step
m=l; %start pixel of every sliding block = row
for 1=-R+(R-S):S:R %Search window
n=l;%start pixel of every sliding block = col
for k= -R+(R-S):S:R
% calculate MAD for this candidate
dx(n)= k; dy(m) = 1;
MADabsdiff= imabsdiff(im2(i:i+B-l j:j+B-l),iml(i+B+l:i+R+l+B-lj+B+k:j+R+k+B-l));% iml will
slide its block by one pixel at a time
MADsum = sum(MADabsdiff);%sum all MAD avg for one row
MADsumfin = sum(MADsum);%sum all MAD avg for one block







% writing predicted image for first step %
for p = 1:3 %%%for 3 point for each axis











iblk = floor ((i-l)/B+l)yblk = floor ((j-l)/B+l);
mvx(iblkjblk) = dx(q);






Py = i+R+a; Px = j+R+b; %set coordinates of the lowest MAD
%%%%%%%%%%START SECOND & THIRD
STEP%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for nth = 2:L
S - 2A(L-nth);
Pm=l;
for Pl= -R+(R-S):S:R-(R-S) %Search window
Pn=l;%start pixel of every sliding block = col
for Pk- -Rf(R-S):S:R-(R-S)
% calculate MAD for this candidate
Pdx(Pn)= Pk; Pdy(Pm) - PI;
MADabsdiff=imabsdiff<im2(i:i+B-lj:j+B-l),iml(Py+Pl:Py+Pl+B-l,Px+Pk:Px+Pk+B-l));%iml
will slide its block by one pixel at a time
MADsum = sum(MADabsdiff);%sum all MAD avg for one row
MADsumfin = sum(MADsum);%sum all MAD avg for one block







% writing predicted image after second and third
step %







iblk = floor ((i-l)/B+l);jblk - floor ((j-l)/B+l);
mvx(iblkjblk) = Pdx(Pq);












[X,Y] = meshgrid(I:B:c-(N-l),l:B:r-(B-l)); %set motion vector coordinates







end %end loop frames
APPENDIX F
Source Code for PSNR
% PSNR255.m *%
% Calculate PSNR value (dB) *%




A = imread ('10Ynews');%original image
B = imread ('18Y_4newsMSE7.jpg');%predicted image
ifA = B
error('Images are identical: PSNR has infinite value')
end
diff = imsubtract (A,B);
C = immultiply (diff,diff);
indecibels = 20*loglO(255/(sqrt(mean(mean(C)))));
sprintf('PSNR = +%5.2f dB',indecibels)
APPENDIX G
For claircqcif:
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
w 7 15 7
Frame MMSE MMSE MAD MAD MAD MAD TTS TSS TSS TSS
4 16 4 16 4 16 4 16 4 16
2 57.85 43.51 43.90 42.79 43.91 42.78 36.84 37.43 37.21 37.43
3 53.18 40.76 41.79 39.68 41.88 39.67 36.06 36.11 36.54 36.11
4 52.37 40.13 41.49 39.01 41.72 39.01 35.88 35.66 36.19 35.81
5 51.95 40.07 41.05 38.85 41.25 38.85 35.86 35.39 36.12 35.86
6 51.17 39.85 40.84 38.14 41.02 38.14 35.73 35.47 36.06 35.64
7 50.47 39.51 40.52 37.98 40.93 37.98 35.61 35.49 35.93 35.46
8 50.73 39.31 40.39 37.99 40.74 37.99 35.79 35.60 36.08 35.48
9 50.84 39.43 40.45 37.65 40.87 37.65 35.58 35.79 35.97 35.20
10 50.31 39.11 40.09 37.20 40.50 37.20 35.47 35.63 35.89 35.08
11 50.71 39.21 40.31 37.33 40.73 37.33 35.53 35.51 35.95 35.12
12 50.13 39.03 39.86 37.19 40.23 37.19 35.43 35.42 35.95 34.99
13 49.86 38.84 39.61 37.00 40.07 37.00 35.53 35.37 35.83 34.89
14 50.26 39.08 40.01 37.21 40.36 37.21 35.39 35.34 36.06 34.98
15 50.85 39.01 40.23 37.38 40.60 37.37 35.46 35.60 36.01 35.15
16 50.50 38.97 40.01 37.29 40.44 37.29 35.42 35.46 36.02 35.14
17 50.69 39.14 40.28 37.50 40.60 37.50 35.45 35.56 35.92 35.41
18 52.08 39.79 40.68 38.15 41.05 38.14 35.51 35.33 36.20 35.43
19 51.46 39.79 40.46 38.10 40.85 38.09 35.48 35.34 36.23 35.40
20 52.16 40.07 40.83 38.45 41.05 38.45 35.55 35.51 36.34 35.68
21 51.56 39.93 40.64 38.47 41.00 38.46 35.54 35.58 36.29 35.73
22 51.01 39.77 40.40 38.27 40.80 38.27 35.61 35.42 36.27 35.49
23 51.18 39.70 40.52 38.25 41.02 38.24 35.49 35.52 36.11 35.62
24 50.76 39.83 40.29 37.85 40.68 37.84 35.26 35.42 36.16 35.48
25 50.50 39.63 40.29 37.56 40.63 37.55 35.38 35.26 36.18 35.44
26 50.89 39.80 40.32 37.77 40.68 37.76 35.43 35.40 36.21 35.52
27 50.89 39.92 40.36 37.82 40.58 37.77 35.45 35.39 36.13 35.45
28 51.62 40.00 40.21 38.02 40.49 37.98 35.46 35.34 36.08 35.44
29 52.63 40.46 40.70 38.24 40.83 38.23 35.33 35.53 36.22 35.67
30 54.28 40.76 41.04 38.83 41.07 38.82 35.38 35.56 36.27 35.85
31 53.46 40.65 41.07 38.68 41.15 38.66 35.33 35.48 36.23 35.70
32 54.33 40.97 41.27 39.07 41.33 39.03 35.31 35.53 36.34 35.80
33 54.62 41.16 41.53 39.03 41.69 39.06 35.44 35.40 36.39 35.95
34 54.46 40.99 41.16 38.95 41.36 38.94 35.49 35.35 36.39 35.91
35 55.26 41.19 41.19 39.35 41.33 39.33 35.48 35.42 36.48 36.01
36 55.32 41.26 41.06 39.19 41.14 39.16 35.36 35.42 36.37 36.10
37 54.30 41.06 41.03 38.91 41.08 38.90 35.38 35.38 36.28 36.05
38 55.03 41.35 41.15 38.81 41.11 38.74 35.50 35.36 36.38 36.06
39 55.65 41.42 41.15 38.97 41.18 38.92 35.55 35.47 36.31 35.98
40 56.18 41.06 41.17 38.66 41.28 38.65 35.51 35.46 36.28 35.97
41 55.76 41.18 41.26 38.87 41.59 38.86 35.57 35.58 36.30 36.19
42 56.12 41.14 41.50 38.94 41.70 38.96 35.66 35.71 36.44 36.23
43 56.02 41.20 41.50 38.88 41.72 38.91 35.79 35.68 36.48 36.35
44 56.59 41.19 41.42 38.93 41.73 38.97 35.77 35.77 36.39 36.17
45 57.71 41.40 41.46 38.90 41.49 38.96 35.83 35.76 36.60 36.24
46 56.81 40.96 41.42 38.71 41.43 38.78 35.84 35.67 36.56 36.10
47 57.22 41.06 41.70 38.68 41.59 38.73 35.77 35.68 36.45 36.16
48 56.87 41.11 41.23 38.59 41.30 38.61 35.88 35.62 36.52 36.18
49 55.41 40.98 41.25 38.85 41.32 38.87 35.68 35.48 36.50 36.38
50 56.93 41.15 41.52 39.17 41.56 39.21 35.40 35.55 36.46 36.50
51 56.66 41.10 41.59 38.92 41.54 38.91 35.52 35.42 36.50 36.31
52 55.25 40.74 41.27 38.61 41.37 38.65 35.52 35.29 36.29 36.06
53 55.80 40.81 41.49 38.86 41.58 38.89 35.49 35.28 36.38 36.09
54 55.38 40.75 41.14 38.87 41.36 38.86 35.41 35.10 36.32 35.90
55 56.22 40.47 40.95 38.31 41.16 38.37 35.52 34.98 36.19 35.84
56 56.44 40.62 40.91 38.38 41.03 38.42 35.54 35.08 36.15 35.86
57 56.34 40.69 40.88 38.45 41.20 38.49 35.46 34.87 36.15 35.72
58 55.03 40.39 40.78 38.35 41.06 38.37 35.68 34.84 36.04 35.67
59 55.71 40.48 40.83 38.30 41.14 38.42 35.62 34.94 36.08 35.60
60 56.18 40.47 40.98 38.60 41.20 38.62 35.71 35.20 36.29 35.67
61 54.52 40.36 40.65 38.30 40.91 38.38 35.71 35.24 36.07 35.79
62 55.68 40.61 41.14 38.39 41.38 38.56 35.79 35.39 36.21 35.86
63 55.52 40.69 41.05 38.53 41.38 38.63 35.71 35.35 36.08 35.89
64 55.15 40.50 40.78 38.21 41.14 38.31 35.69 35.19 36.04 35.83
65 55.56 40.67 41.00 38.33 41.26 38.44 35.64 35.33 36.13 35.81
66 55.51 40.65 40.85 38.35 41.12 38.47 35.71 35.21 36.17 35.91
67 54.46 40.42 40.94 38.05 41.25 38.17 35.67 35.06 35.93 35.73
68 55.19 40.33 40.81 38.11 41.18 38.23 35.67 35.08 36.05 35.55
69 55.34 40.39 40.90 38.17 41.10 38.17 35.48 34.98 36.15 35.63
70 54.73 40.12 40.99 38.02 41.26 38.00 35.49 35.03 36.15 35.58
71 54.53 40.51 41.08 38.19 41.21 38.20 35.60 34.95 36.15 35.63
72 53.97 40.41 40.94 38.25 41.20 38.24 35.50 34.96 35.95 35.55
73 53.19 40.19 40.80 38.12 41.23 38.12 35.46 34.88 35.98 35.44
74 53.62 40.38 40.63 38.16 40.99 38.23 35.55 34.96 35.99 35.55
75 54.00 40.13 40.68 38.37 40.97 38.47 35.53 34.95 36.01 35.69
76 53.55 40.04 40.67 38.18 41.05 38.23 35.54 34.91 35.99 35.66
77 54.70 40.21 40.77 38.48 41.18 38.56 35.73 35.04 36.09 35.86
78 55.10 40.51 40.81 38.23 41.04 38.38 35.75 35.24 36.12 35.78
79 54.86 40.68 41.27 38.53 41.45 38.58 35.70 35.17 36.10 35.84
80 54.93 40.86 41.08 38.65 41.30 38.66 35.59 35.31 36.25 35.99
81 55.58 40.64 40.95 38.62 41.11 38.64 35.65 35.25 36.22 35.98
82 55.26 40.40 40.87 38.39 41.21 38.41 35.48 35.09 36.12 35.84
83 55.84 40.48 41.05 38.45 41.26 38.45 35.53 35.01 36.15 35.81
84 55.44 40.41 40.95 38.14 40.97 38.16 35.61 34.91 36.03 35.66
85 54.24 40.21 40.62 38.06 40.91 38.10 35.57 34.82 35.94 35.46
86 54.36 40.25 40.61 38.22 40.80 38.26 35.57 34.87 35.98 35.50
87 54.07 40.12 40.82 38.19 41.17 38.14 35.55 34.75 35.91 35.58
88 53.38 39.83 40.63 37.88 40.88 37.82 35.47 34.81 35.89 35.43
89 53.55 39.76 40.53 37.85 40.98 38.23 35.47 34.90 35.85 35.44
90 52.40 40.08 40.55 37.43 41.03 37.79 35.51 34.79 35.89 35.26
91 51.72 39.68 40.45 37.25 40.98 37.70 35.61 35.06 35.75 35.20
92 51.75 39.70 40.37 37.24 40.78 37.68 35.67 35.32 35.83 35.28
93 51.29 39.61 40.13 37.31 40.97 37.45 35.70 35.39 35.85 35.44
94 50.92 39.34 40.10 37.15 40.65 37.25 35.57 35.29 35.84 35.30
95 51.53 39.64 40.28 37.18 40.81 37.25 35.70 34.92 36.06 35.43
96 53.45 39.94 40.28 37.40 40.94 37.37 35.84 35.01 36.03 35.43
97 52.94 39.91 40.48 37.31 41.00 37.33 35.71 35.15 35.99 35.58
98 53.58 40.14 41.00 37.37 41.41 37.38 35.85 35.41 36.17 35.63
99 53.80 40.19 40.41 37.72 41.37 37.85 35.80 35.51 36.07 35.61
100 53.06 40.13 40.55 37.76 41.40 37.66 35.76 35.57 36.15 35.53
Elapsed Time (s)
W 7 15 7
Frame MMSE MMSE MAD MAD MAD MAD TTS TSS TSS TSS
4 16 4 16 4 16 4 16 4 16
2 38.8450 3.4650 16.0540 2.0630 66.5260 8.7120 3.0140 0.3300 2.1930 0.2610
3 38.7960 3.4550 17.9060 1.9630 67.1260 8.6030 2.8540 0.3410 2.2240 0.2500
4 38.5050 3.4450 16.7340 2.1230 67.4370 8.4520 3.0250 0.3500 2.2530 0.2700
5 38.8060 3.4550 16.5540 2.1630 68.1580 8.6930 2.9840 0.3410 2.2130 0.2600
6 38.9060 3.4750 16.4730 2.1230 68.3990 9.0830 3.0050 0.3700 2.2730 0.2800
7 38.5050 3.4650 16.3030 2.0430 67.6180 8.5220 2.8540 0.3310 2.2440 0.2600
8 38.7960 3.4550 16.2230 2.0530 69.4600 8.2720 2.8650 0.3300 2.2830 0.2500
9 39.0060 3.5350 16.0130 2.0130 64.4630 8.2220 3.0540 0.3610 2.3630 0.2710
10 38.6460 3.4650 15.7820 1.9530 64.1730 8.7020 2.9640 0.3400 2.2430 0.2510
11 39.2170 3.4850 16.2340 1.9420 65.7650 8.7420 2.9940 0.3410 2.2640 0.2600
12 39.1370 3.4750 16.6230 2.1740 69.0490 8.9330 2.8640 0.3400 2.2430 0.2910
13 38.6460 3.4450 17.1040 2.2340 67.5370 8.2820 2.8540 0.3300 2.1530 0.2510
14 38.9860 3.4550 16.6540 2.0630 71.0820 8.4220 2.9040 0.3610 2.2740 0.2500
15 38.9860 3.4350 16.9450 1.9420 69.8910 8.8330 2.9640 0.3300 2.2730 0.2710
16 38.7160 3.4750 15.9530 1.9520 68.2090 9.1130 2.9550 0.3400 2.4640 0.2700
17 41.5700 3.4550 16.7540 2.0330 65.5140 8.6820 3.1740 0.3310 2.2630 0.2510
18 39.3760 3.4550 16.0630 2.0730 67.9370 8.4530 2.8540 0.3510 2.1530 0.2500
19 39.0060 3.4550 16.1630 2.0430 66.5050 8.7530 3.0140 0.3310 2.3840 0.3100
20 39.3870 3.4650 16.4640 1.9830 66.0850 8.4020 3.0040 0.3410 2.3530 0.2510
21 39.6470 3.4650 16.1830 2.0130 66.8460 8.4820 3.2050 0.3400 2.3530 0.2600
22 39.4060 3.4750 16.2030 1.9330 64.1120 8.2820 2.8940 0.3310 2.2430 0.2600
23 39.7470 3.5050 16.0130 2.0130 64.6330 8.2110 2.9150 0.3500 2.1530 0.2500
24 39.8170 3.4850 15.6820 1.9430 64.5930 8.2120 2.9340 0.3310 2.2640 0.2700
25 39.5870 3.4750 15.9530 2.0430 64.6530 8.3820 2.8840 0.3310 2.2130 0.2500
26 40.1370 3.4950 16.0130 1.9430 64.4420 8.2320 3.0340 0.3610 2.2530 0.2610
27 40.0480 3.5150 15.6030 1.9320 64.3830 8.2620 2.9250 0.3500 2.2530 0.2500
28 39.6570 3.4950 15.6420 1.9420 64.7730 8.2220 2.9640 0.3510 2.2430 0.2710
29 39.9570 3.4950 15.6830 1.9430 64.6230 8.2420 3.1040 0.3310 2.6730 0.2510
30 39.9370 3.5050 15.7120 1.9930 64.2930 8.2110 2.8650 0.3300 2.1530 0.2500
31 39.7870 3.5050 15.6330 1.9330 64.1420 8.2120 2.9440 0.3500 2.1630 0.2510
32 39.9680 3.4950 15.6020 1.9430 64.3130 8.2420 2.9740 0.3410 2.1940 0.2500
33 40.0270 3.5050 15.6120 1.9430 64.1720 8.1920 2.9950 0.4800 2.1830 0.3500
34 39.6570 3.4950 15.6430 1.9320 64.1130 8.1910 2.8640 0.3710 2.1830 0.2500
35 40.2680 3.5150 15.6220 1.9430 64.0120 8.2120 3.0350 0.3400 2.2030 0.3200
36 40.1180 3.5050 15.6420 1.9430 64.6630 8.2320 2.9940 0.3510 2.2940 0.2500
37 39.7770 3.4960 15.6230 1.9320 64.0730 8.2010 2.9440 0.3600 2.2930 0.2510
38 40.0780 3.5050 15.6420 1.9430 64.1220 8.2120 2.9840 0.3910 2.2430 0.2500
39 40.0880 3.5050 15.5920 1.9630 65.7450 8.3620 3.2440 0.3410 2.2830 0.2710
40 41.5600 3.6350 15.6420 1.9330 64.1520 8.2020 3.1640 0.3310 2.1830 0.2710
41 42.4310 3.5760 15.5930 1.9430 64.2020 8.2020 3.0940 0.3500 2.3930 0.2710
42 41.1590 3.5850 15.6320 1.9430 64.7030 8.2420 2.8440 0.3710 2.3030 0.2600
43 41.7500 4.1060 15.7730 1.9330 64.7830 8.4120 3.1240 0.3410 2.4640 0.2500
44 41.5490 3.6060 16.0130 1.9430 68.2780 8.5620 3.0940 0.3610 2.3030 0.2510
45 40.5780 3.5150 16.6940 2.1730 69.2390 8.7230 3.0150 0.3500 2.2830 0.2500
46 39.8770 3.5150 16.7240 2.0630 69.1190 9.0030 2.9740 0.3410 2.2340 0.3000
47 40.3380 3.5360 16.5030 1.9430 66.9760 8.5320 3.0540 0.3400 2.2730 0.2510
48 40.2580 3.5250 16.1230 2.0130 65.6550 8.5620 2.9440 0.4210 2.2530 0.2600




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































W 7 15 7
Frame MMSE MMSE MAD MAD MAD MAD TTS TSS TSS TSS
4 16 4 16 4 16 4 16 4 16
2 37.3040 3.5050 15.8830 1.9930 64.1420 8.2320 2.8140 0.3500 2.2530 0.2510
3 37.1630 3.5050 15.3420 1.9730 64.2520 8.2320 2.9240 0.3510 2.1930 0.2600
4 37.6550 3.4750 15.5330 2.0120 64.4830 8.2520 2.8540 0.3700 2.1730 0.2610
5 37.3030 3.5050 15.3620 1.9730 64.5630 8.2920 2.8940 0.3400 2.1530 0.2510
6 37.5240 3.4550 15.5120 1.9930 64.8030 8.4120 2.8640 0.3310 2.1340 0.2500
7 37.0830 3.4450 15.3020 1.9830 64.4430 8.2410 2.8240 0.3410 2.1430 0.2500
8 37.0130 3.4450 15.2720 1.9730 64.5720 8.2520 2.8240 0.3410 2.1230 0.2600
9 37.2130 3.4640 15.3020 1.9830 64.6130 8.2420 2.8140 0.3310 2.1330 0.2500
10 37.0630 3.4550 15.4420 1.9730 64.7030 8.2320 2.8240 0.3410 2.1430 0.2600
11 37.1230 3.4550 15.2920 1.9930 64.5230 8.2220 2.8140 0.3300 2.1330 0.2510
12 37.0140 3.4440 15.3120 1.9730 64.4830 8.2410 2.8240 0.3300 2.1230 0.2510
13 36.9830 3.4450 15.3720 1.9830 67.1970 8.4020 2.8240 0.3410 2.3840 0.2600
14 37.0230 3.4450 15.2620 1.9730 64.6930 8.2420 2.8640 0.3410 2.1330 0.2500
15 37.0430 3.4650 15.2720 1.9730 64.2920 8.2520 2.8140 0.3410 2.1330 0.2500
16 37.2440 3.4550 15.3720 1.9730 64.7030 8.2220 2.8140 0.3400 2.1230 0.2600
17 37.0030 3.4350 15.2820 1.9730 64.3020 8.2220 2.8240 0.3400 2.1130 0.2610
18 36.9330 3.4550 15.2620 1.9830 64.3230 8.2320 2.8740 0.3500 2.1230 0.2610
19 37.5840 3.5050 15.3120 1.9830 64.2520 8.2320 2.9040 0.3310 2.1940 0.2500
20 37.6640 3.4960 15.5320 1.9930 64.4730 8.2410 2.8240 0.3410 2.1230 0.2500
21 37.5640 3.4750 15.4920 2.0030 65.0640 8.2520 2.8240 0.3410 2.1330 0.2500
22 37.5140 3.4950 15.4920 1.9830 64.3920 8.2520 2.8240 0.3310 2.1230 0.2500
23 37.5140 3.4950 15.4520 2.0030 64.6530 8.2420 2.8140 0.3410 2.1230 0.2500
24 37.6140 3.4950 15.5030 2.0030 64.3830 8.2320 2.8250 0.3300 2.1230 0.2500
25 37.6740 3.4950 15.5120 2.0030 64.3020 8.2820 2.8240 0.3400 2.1430 0.2510
26 37.4030 3.4750 15.4630 2.0130 64.3420 8.2420 2.8140 0.3400 2.1430 0.2510
27 36.9830 3.4450 15.4320 1.9830 64.2730 8.2320 2.8540 0.3400 2.1230 0.2510
28 37.1230 3.4550 15.2720 1.9830 64.3820 8.2120 2.8340 0.3310 2.1330 0.2600
29 37.2640 3.5150 15.2820 1.9730 64.1520 8.2020 2.8140 0.3410 2.1130 0.2500
30 37.2140 3.4650 15.5720 1.9930 64.4930 8.2120 2.8140 0.3310 2.1230 0.2500
31 37.5140 3.4950 15.4020 1.9930 64.3130 8.2220 2.8240 0.3310 2.1330 0.2500
32 37.4640 3.5050 15.6220 2.0030 64.2520 8.2020 2.8240 0.3310 2.1230 0.2500
33 37.6840 3.5150 15.6330 2.0030 64.3520 8.2320 2.8140 0.3410 2.1230 0.2500
34 37.6240 3.4950 15.5420 2.0030 64.3730 8.2420 2.8140 0.3410 2.1330 0.2500
35 37.8840 3.4750 15.5520 2.0030 64.3920 8.2320 2.8350 0.3300 2.1130 0.2500
36 37.1340 3.4650 15.3720 1.9830 64.3730 8.2220 2.8140 0.3300 2.1230 0.2610
37 37.1730 3.5050 15.3820 1.9930 64.3930 8.2120 2.8140 0.3300 2.1130 0.2610
38 37.3930 3.4550 15.4620 1.9730 64.6930 8.2220 2.8240 0.3300 2.1330 0.2510
39 37.0540 3.4550 15.3630 1.9720 64.2030 8.2220 2.8040 0.3400 2.1330 0.2510
40 37.1230 3.4550 15.2920 1.9830 64.2920 8.2220 2.8140 0.3300 2.1230 0.2610
41 37.0630 3.4550 15.2920 1.9830 64.5730 8.2420 2.8240 0.3310 2.1330 0.2500
42 37.1240 3.4550 15.3420 1.9730 64.3020 8.2220 2.8240 0.3410 2.1230 0.2500
43 37.1230 3.4550 15.2920 1.9830 64.6630 8.2320 2.8140 0.3310 2.1330 0.2600
44 37.1630 3.4550 15.3920 1.9730 64.7530 8.2520 2.8040 0.3310 2.1230 0.2500
45 37.2330 3.4650 15.3420 1.9730 64.5730 8.2510 2.8040 0.3410 2.1230 0.2600
46 37.0330 3.4450 15.3620 1.9830 65.0840 8.2520 2.8950 0.3400 2.1330 0.2500
47 37.0940 3.4550 15.3420 1.9720 64.2420 8.2720 2.9740 0.3410 2.1230 0.2610
48 37.1330 3,4450 15.3220 1.9730 64.5130 8.2320 2.8640 0.3310 2.2130 0.2500






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TSS Image Results for claire.qcif
Figure 4.1.4(i): Original frame 10 image claire.qcif
N = 4,W = 7 N-16,W-7
N = 4,W=15 N=16,W=15
Figure 4.1.4(j): Predicted images wim TSS claire.qcif
APPENDIX K
TSS Image Results for carphone.qcif
Figure 4.1.4(k): Original frame 10 image carphone.qcif
N = 4,W = 7 N=16,W = 7
N = 4,W=15 N=16,W-15
Figure 4.1.4(1): Predicted images with TSS carphone.qcif
